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GUIDELINES FOR READERS 
 

Ariviyal publishing is committed towards publishing original articles with high scientific quality, efficient 

processes for article submissions, vigorous and impartial peer review, high-quality author service, and high-

level of publication ethics. Here we provide comprehensive guidelines for our Readers. 

 

 Ariviyal journals are open access, internationally peer-reviewed and freely available forums for our 

readers. Open access creates pipeline between authors’ research outcomes and our valuable 

readers for free of cost.  

 All Ariviyal articles are published under an open access license (Creative Commons (CC BY 4.0) 

license); thus, our readers can re-use the article content without permission or charges. However, 

proper accreditation/citation of the original publication should be given. Please read our full 

guidelines for more details. 

 Readers can directly contact the corresponding author of the article if you need any clarification 

about the article. Please note that author(s) are responsible for the contents present in their 

articles.  Articles that contain incorrect, misrepresented, carelessly prepared, intentionally falsified 

or plagiarized data may be retracted. 

 In case of no proper response for your queries from the corresponding author, readers may write a 

complaint against the article and the authors. You can send your complaint to 

editorial@ariviyalpublishing.com. Your complaint should include information about article title, 

author(s) name and DOI number. 

 Ariviyal welcomes any feedbacks/comments about our services and suggestions to improve our 

service. You can go to our Ariviyal website and find an option “Feedback & Complaint” to write your 

message. 
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Do not hesitate to contact us 

We would be honoured to receive a positive reply from you and look forward to 

your feedback on our proposal. Thank you for your support. 

If you have any question regarding the publication of your paper send us your 

query through our queries@ariviyalpublishing.com 
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